Evaluation of rock mass characteristics is the basis for designing the technology of mineral deposits development, which indicates the relevance of the work. The purpose of the present work is to establish the laws of spatial distribution of rock mass properties. Their establishment requires the solution of the following problems: determination of the probability of a trend; identification and elimination of emissions (local component) and construction of a trend line. The research methodology consists of using the tools of fractal geometry to determine the properties of a random spatial series. The use of the apparatus of classical trend analysis, based on purely statistical analysis, in relation to the specifics of research data does not provide an adequate solution to these problems. This paper discusses the results of implementing the fractal representation of the spatial series in case of the rock mass strength distribution in the Yubileynoye deposit (Bashkortostan). The quantitative estimation of the trend line as a fractal object is to determine its fractal dimension by the method of "fractal lengths".
I ntroduction
The technology of mineral deposits development is largely determined by the properties of rocks, which compose the rock mass. One of the most important goals of engineering-geological substantiation of design solutions is the prediction of variability of rock properties along the stretch and depth of the deposit. This forecast is based on trend analysis. The classical trend analysis solves the following problems [1] : assessment of the presence of regularity in the variability of the parameters studied; identification and elimination of the local component of the series; establishment of the trend line; determination of its natural and random component. The solution of these problems with the help of the correlation analysis does not provide a reliable picture of the trend due to the natural variability of the array, which causes the presence of values that do not fit into the framework of the accepted statistical function of the distribution of "popping up" meanings. Classical methods of estimation of such local values using Bayesian regression analysis [1] or Hoeke-Brown criterion [2] are overly formalized. They do not take into account the geological history of rock formation. Trend analysis based on the classification of rocks by properties [3] is a too rough approximation. This analysis does not provide a high-quality design of mining technology. Consideration of the spatial trend of rock strength from fractal positions provides additional opportunities.
Results
Let us consider the possibility of trend analysis on the example of the variability of rock strength by the depth of the Yubileynoye deposit (Bashkortostan). Strength characteristics of rocks were determined by means of the laboratory studies of cores extracted from exploratory wells. To assess the rock mass strength, corrections for rock pressure, humidity, scale effect and fractured rock mass structure were introduced to the laboratory data [5] [6] [7] . Fig. 1 shows the spatial range of the strength of the rock mass variability based on depth.
The appropriate computer software was developed for the classical trend analysis procedure. The first goal is to assess the probability of a trend. The analysis of quite numerous methods of solving this problem [5] showed that the Wald criterion [1, 8] was the most informative and reliable for spatial series of variability of rock properties. To test the hypothesis about the existence of a trend according to this criterion is determined by the number of crossings of the graph of the variability of the index in its median value. The computer program determines deviations from the median ("+1" or "-1") and the number of intervals greater than the median -n 1 and less than the median n 2 . The value of the criterion Z is calculated based on the mathematical expectation and variance of deviations. The probability of trend absence is determined with the help of the normal distribution function. For the given series, this probability is 0.077. Therefore, the probability of a trend (P = 0.923) is quite high.
Another goal is to determine the trend equation (line). Our experience in analyzing the spatial series of rock properties has shown that even higher order polynomials were not able to reliably describe the natural variability of rock properties. The use of 80 different methods of "alignment" is also associated with an unacceptable loss of information about the distribution of properties. Additional important information is given by considering spatial series from fractal positions. If a spatial series has fractal properties, the dependence of its length L(δ) on the measurement step δ is subject to the power law (Richardson's law) [7, 8] :
There are several ways to calculate the fractal dimension of a series. The method of fractal lengths is one of the most informative and amenable to computer formalization [9, 10] . It determines the procedure for calculating L (δ). In this case, the whole series, consisting of Ni members, is divided into intervals of [iδ -(i + 1) δ]. Within each interval, the value of the < Y(iδ) > function is defined as the arithmetic mean of all points within that interval. The curve length at a given step δ is calculated as the sum of the function increments by the formula:
The fractal dimension of the series is determined on the basis of linear approximation of the dependence (1) in double logarithmic coordinates. From this equation follows:
where ln a = const.
Here β is the angular coefficient of the equation graph (3) associated with the fractal dimension of the series: d f = 1 -β. Then, ignoring the constant, you can write log L ~ (1 -d f ) log d. Thus, to determine the fractal dimension of the d f series, it is necessary to find the dependence of the length of the l series on the measurement step δ. If in logarithmic coordinates this dependence turns out to be linear, then the series will be a fractal, i. e., it will have the property of self-similarity. The parameters of equation (3) will be determined by the method of "least squares".
For Fig. 2 the trajectories of the considered trend are shown at successive change of the measurement step. The results obtained (Fig. 3 ) are a good match with the linear dependence (3). The coefficient of reliability of approximation is R 2 = 0.94. Therefore, the considered series of variability of strength of the massif by the depth is a fractal object. Its total fractal dimension is d f = 1.82.
The obtained data refer to the entire strength chart. A step-by-step fractal trend analysis allowed identifying the intervals of depths with a steady pattern of strength changes. For the purposes of mining technology design it is sufficient to determine the tendency of strength change with depth in these areas, i. e. to use a linear equation of the form: σ сж = kH + a [11, 12] . The parameters of the equation in the selected areas are shown in the Table. These areas are marked with red lines in the Fig. 1 . While exploration drilling extraction of cores for testing rocks is extremely uneven. In particular, for the considered series testing intervals reached 30-50 meters in depth [5] . At these intervals, the strength values of the pattern remain unknown. In order to form a reliable trend of variability of rock mass strength in depth, such intervals should be filled in, i. e. to give a forecast of strength at these depth intervals. As shown earlier, the considered strength series is a fractal object, therefore, it has invariance to scale transformation (self-similarity) [13, 14] . Then for the solution of the specified problem it is necessary to use methods of fractal geometry.
In this case, the variability of rock strength can be described by the process of fractal Brownian motion [15] . Its implementation can serve as a method of the "middle displacement" [11] . The idea of this method is to calculate the random displacement of a point located in the middle of a line segment connecting the nodal points. Then, the mean displacement of the obtained data is determined 2, 4, 8, … , 2 (n+1)/2 segments, where n is the number of steps (iterations) required. With each modeling step, the length of the considered segments decreases, and in this regard, the median displacements Δy should also decrease in proportion: 
where |t 2 -t 1 | is a forecast step (distance between node points).
To implement this procedure, a statistical (simulation) model based on the Monte Carlo method was developed [18] . By averaging the multiple implementation of the model, the most probable points of the series are determined. Let us consider the implementation of the program on a specific example. In the depth interval of 508-551 meters there are no experienced points. Sequential replenishment (replication) of the sample in this interval is illustrated by graphs in Fig. 4 .
The left graph shows the probabilistic strength values after two iterations of the model. After the fifth step, there is sufficient information about the probable strength of the array in a given depth interval. In principle, you can get a smooth curve of strength for any part of the array. At the same time, it should be noted that the zones of rock crushing, clearly fixed in exploration drilling, should be excluded from consideration.
The next goal of the analysis is to assess the reliability of the forecast, i.e. to determine the natural and random components of the trend. The variance of the trend's natural component is determined as the difference between the total variance S 2 0 and its random component S S S S . For the series considered, the total variance as a measure of the variation in strength relative to the total average is S 2 0 = 1972 МPа 2 . The random variance is determined by the sum of squares of deviations of experimental values from trend lines in the selected areas (Fig. 1) . The value of the random dispersion is S 2 ñ = 118 МPа 2 . In this case a natural component of variance defined as the difference S 2 3 = 1854 МPа 2 . Therefore, it can be affirmed that the strength of rocks naturally varies with the depth of their occurrence. Indeed, the natural component in the total variance exceeds 94 %. The average coefficient of variation of experimental values from the trend line is 8.2 %.
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Conclusion Thus, fractal studies of spatial series allow predicting the measure of variability of rock properties expressed in their fractal dimension. They allow allocating depth intervals with different trends of property changes with depth. They also make it possible to replicate the sample by using a simulation model based on the method of "average displacement". All of this allows us to obtain additional information that increases the reliability of the design of mining processes. 
